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(ABSTRACT)

An implementation of an interactive design rule checker is

described in this thesis. Corner—based design rule checking

_ algorithm is used for the implementation. Due to the local-

ity of checking mechanism of the corner-based algorithm, it

is suitable for hierarchical and interactive local design

rule checking. It also allows the various design rules to

be specified very easily.

Interactive operations are devised so that the design

rule checker can be invoked from inside the layout editor.

All the information about the violation, such as position,

type of violation, and symbol definition name are provided

in an interactive manner. In order to give full freedom to

the user to choose the scope of checking, three options,

"Flattening", "Unflattening" and "User—defined window" are

implemented in creating the database to be checked. The

"User—defined window" option allows hierarchical design rule

checking on a design which contains global rectangles. Using



these three options, very efficient hierarchical checking can

be performed.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI)

circuit technology allow the manufacturing of complex VLSI

circuits containing 100,000 transistors, and it is projected

that the technology will support fabrication of a million

transistors in the near future. One of the key steps in the

VLSI circuit design procedure is to create a layout of dif-

ferent layers that comprise the circuit. The layout consists
h

of various geometric configurations to be patterned as layers

of different materials on the chip. The fabrication process

uses this layout as the description of the circuit.

On the layout, various geometric restrictions such as

minimum width, spacing and overlap between layers are placed.

These restrictions result in a set of geometric design rules,

' specific to a particular fabrication process. Since these

design rules originate directly from the nature of the fab-

rication process, it is extremely important to obey them

strictly so that (1) the design remains within the limitation

of the fabrication process and (2) the circuit description

is preserved in the fabrication process.

Although significant advances are being made in the de-

velopments of CAD tools to create layouts automatically, In-

tegrated Circuit (IC) design still heavily depends on manual
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operations, especially in custom chip design. When the cir-

cuit complexity of a chip increases to the level of complex-

ity of a VLSI circuit, the probability of violating design

rules becomes significant. Additionally, it is almost im-

possible to check a circuit for the design rule errors manu-

ally. It is for this reason that a software to carry out

design rule checking, commonly referred to as a Design Rule

Checker (DRC), must be developed.

A DRC accepts a geometrical description of layout as an

input, typically in the form of a database, and produces an

indication of the design rule violation in the layout as an

output. In addition to this basic function of detecting vi-

olations, a DRC should have the following features to be an

efficient and effective tool in VLSI design.

1. Speed: Due to the complexity of a VLSI circuit, it takes

a fairly long time to carry out design rule checking on

even moderate size design. Therefore, the execution

speed of a DRC should be made as fast as possible.

2. Interactivity: Since, in general, a layout is created

interactively using interactive graphic editors, design

rule checking also should be accomplished in an interac-

tive manner, i.e, all the information about a design rule
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V
violation should be displayed over the layout so that the

designer can correct any design rule violations easily.

3. Hierarchical nature: Due to the hierarchical nature of

the database created by many layout editors, design rule

checking becomes very efficient if it is carried out hi-

erarchically.

One drawback of the previous design rule checking algorithms

are their long execution time [12-15]. As a solution to this
h

problem, Arnold [1] proposed a new design rule checking al-

gorithm, called the "Corner-based" algorithm, for "Manhattan

circuit". A Manhattan type circuit is a layout which con-

sists of only rectangles. In the corner-based algorithm,

each design rule is specified by the geometric patterns of

the corner and corresponding constraints which should be kept

at all corners having ‘the same geometric pattern. Here

"corner" means four corners of a rectangle as well as inter-

sections between rectangles. Since the design rule checking

is performed by processing only corners of the layout, this

algorithm can save much execution time compared to previous

design rule checking algorithms.

In this thesis, the corner-based algorithm and its im-

plementation are presented. Also the interfacing of the DRC
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with. the integrated. circuit layout editor, called ICICLE

[17-18], is described.

Chapter 2 describes the X-based NMOS design rule given

by [3] and [4]. Chapter 3 reviews some existing design rule

checking algorithms. Chapters 4 and 5 describe the corner-

based algorithm and its implementation.
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2.0 LAMBDA-BASED NMOS DESIGN RULES

As stated in chapter 1, design rules are certain geometrical

constraints given to the designer so that the geometrical

pattern of the design is preserved in the fabrication proc-

ess. These constraints are given in terms of minimum re-

quirements for line widths, spacings, extensions and overlaps

in various IC mask layers.

· Lambda-based NMOS design rules were developed by Mead &

Conway [3]. In this set of design rules, all the rules are

specified in terms of a length parameter called "X". Before

X-based design rules were developed, the design rules were

specified in terms of more than one parameter and absolute

physical dimensions were used for specifying the parameters

according to the target fabrication process. The permissible

minimum feature size of the fabrication process is becoming

smaller with advances in fabrication technology. This de-

creasing trend of the minimum feature size has caused some

problems in using the traditional design rules. For example,

if the minimum feature size of the target fabrication process

is changed during the design period of a chip, that design

becomes obsolete. Moreover, since each process has its own

specific characteristics, an IC designed for particular

process may not be fabricable by other processes.

Lambda-based NMOS Design Rules 5



Lambda-based design rules can solve these kinds of

problems since only one dimensionless parameter "X" is used

for specifying the all NMOS design rules. In other words,

since the layout is designed on X, it can be fabricated by
l

any process although the physical value of X varies depending

on the process.

The parameter X is defined as the minimum feature size

which can be fabricated by the process. This definition of

X can be interpreted in two ways:

1. Bound on the deviation of the feature size on the wafer

2. Misalignment of the mask from its original position

With these two interpretations of X, we can consider the

following situation that may occur in the fabrication proc-

ess. Suppose that an edge of a feature in one layer at a

design has deviated by lX, and one edge in another layer is

shifted by 1X due to the misalignment of that layer from its

original position. In this case, the original separation

between two edges increases by 2X. The fabricated chip can-

not perform the intended function if the original separation

is critical to its proper functioning. For this reason, any

feature should be at least 2X wide, and the separation be-

tween two features is also at least 2X to maintain the re-
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lationship between different features. From these basic

premises, Mead & Conway specified all the NMOS design rules

in terms of X as follows.

For polysilicon (poly) regions, basic 2X width and

spacing rules are adopted directly since there is no other

factor which has to be considered.

Diffusion regions need a udnimum separation 1X wider

than the basic 2X spacing requirement. Since the depletion
I

region is formed outside the diffusion region, if two sepa-

rated diffusion regions are placed too close, then their de-

pletion regions will overlap and current can flow through the

overlapped depletion region. The basic width requirement of

2X is enough for proper functioning.

There is also a spacing requirement between pbly and

diffusion regions even though the two layers cannot be con-

nected unintentionally. If unrelated poly and diffusion

layers are overlapped accidentally, unwanted capacitance is

formed and the diffusion region is reduced since diffusion

region cannot be formed underneath a poly region. However,

since these two factors are not fatal in the proper func-

tioning of the design, only 1X spacing requirement is given

between two layers.

Lambda-based NMOS Design Rules 7



For metal regions, a 3X width and 3X spacing are re-

quired. Metal layer is patterned last among all the layers

and covers the other layers which are already patterned.

Therefore, this layer has much more non-uniform terrain to

cover compared to the other layers. For reliable covering,

one more X is added to both the basic width and spacing re-

quirements. The width and spacing rules for above three

layers are shown in Figure 1.

When a diffusion region and a poly region are overlapped

to form a MOS transistor, two unwanted geometrical config-

urations can be formed. If the diffusion region does not

cross the poly region completely, the drain or source region

of the transistor is not formed. If the poly region does not

reach the end of the diffusion region, the drain and source

of the transistor will be shorted. To prevent both cases, a

requirement of the 2X extension of poly and diffusion from

the boundary of the transistor gate region is given as shown

in Figure 2.

In the depletion mode transistor, if the channel between

drain and source is not filled completely with ion-implant,

a small part of the channel will operate as an enhancement

mode transistor. To avoid this, a 1.5X extension of ion-

implant is required beyond the boundary of the gate region

as shown in Figure 3. Moreover, to prevent other nearby en-

Lambda-based NMOS Design Rules 8
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Figure 2. Transistor overhang rule.
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hancement mode transistor from operating as a depletion mode

transistor, a 1.5X spacing requirement between ion—implant

and unrelated transistor gate is given. This rule is also

shown in Figure 3.

The purpose of a contact cut is to connect the metal

with either poly or diffusion region. To form the proper

connection, the two different regions ( 'metal & poly' or

'metal & diffusion' ) should be placed within the contact cut

window. This allows the metal to reach the poly or diffusion
'

region on the silicon wafer through the contact cut window.

To ensure a proper connection, it is required that lX of

metal AND (poly OR diffusion) surround the contact cut on all

sides. It is also required that the basic ZX width and

spacing requirements be followed during placement of the

contact cut window. These rules are shown in Figure 4.

When drain or source of a transistor is connected to a

metal region xising a contact cut, ZX separation between

transistor gate region and contact cut is required. If the

contact cut window is placed very near the transistor gate

region, drain or source of the transistor may be connected

to the gate of the same transistor in the fabrication proc-

ess. This spacing rule between transistor gate and contact

cut is shown in Figure 5.
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There are two kinds of constructs used to connect the

diffusion and poly regions. Cne is the "butting contact" and

the other is the "buried contact". In a butting contact, the

connection between the diffusion and the poly layer is made

using an ordinary contact cut window. The same method as in

the pure contact cut is used in this contact, and then the

surroundings requirements of the contact. window are also

given to the butting contact. In addition to the sur-

roundings requirements, to make sure of the connection be-

tween <iiffusion and poly region, ll overlap is required
u

between poly and diffusion reigon. Figure 6 shows the con-

figuration of the butting contact.

For a buried contact, the first step in making a con-

nection is to remove the thin oxide layer between poly and

diffusion layer. This necessitates an additional masking step

to remove the thin oxide layer. This buried contact rule is

not specified in the Mead & Conway NMOS design rules. Al-

though the same configuration is used in general, the minimum

distance requirement is slightly different depending on the

fabrication process. Since the silicon broker used by VPI &

SU and many others is MOSIS, we will describe the buried

contact rules which have been prescribed by MOSIS [4].

There are three confiqurations for buried contacts as

shown in Figure 7. In this figure, the configuration (a) and

Lambda·based NMOS Design Rules 15
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(b) are used for straightforward connections and (c) is used

for pu11—up transistor compaction. There are two require-

ments for a buried contact. First, the buried cut window

should be 6X wide and 6X long to provide enough space for

connecting diffusion and poly. Second, the poly-diffusion

overlap should be at least 2X X 2X square and this square

should be placed at the center of the buried contact window

as shown in Figure 7.

Due to the potability of the X-based design rules, the

development of the DRC software has been accelerated. In the

next chapter, we will introduce two most commonly used DRC

algorithms.

Lambda-based NMOS Design Rules 18



3.0 EXISTING DESIGN RULE CHECKING ALGORITHMS

Among the existing design rule checking (DRC) algorithms, two

algorithms have been used most commonly. One is Polygon Al-

gebra algorithm and the other is Raster—scan algorithm. In

this chapter, we will describe these two algorithms briefly.

3.1 POLYGON ALGEBRA ALGORITHM

[
Most of the running DRC in industry have been developed based

on this polygon algebra algorithm [12-15]. In this algo-

rithm, the smallest entity is a polygon and each mask layer

is treated as a collection of polygons. An algebra is de-

fined to manipulate and combine the layers. This algebra in-

cludes various operations such as growing and shrinking

polygons on single layers, merging of all intersecting

polygons, intersection, union and difference of layers and

so on. Using this algebra, all kinds of design rules can be

checked. For example, a typical way to perform a spacing

rule check is to grow each polygon by half of the minimum

spacing and then to look for intersecting polygons. In the

worst case, the number of comparisons needed to determine all

polygon intersections is proportional to the square of the

number of polygons. For the rules in which the transistor

Existing Design Rule Checking Algorithms 19



gate is involved, one additional layer "transistor" is de-

rived using the polygon algebra:

transistors = poly AND diffusion.

Using the algebra outlined above, design rule violations are

found by a sequence of operations on the original and derived

layers.

A strong merit of this method is its use of algebraic

operations. Using these algebraic operations, any design

rule set can be specified very easily. Even complex rules

may be described in a straightforward manner, although they

may require long sequences of operations.

Polygon algebra algorithm has several drawbacks. First,

the entire layout is treated as a single entity: all oper-·

ations should be performed on the entire layout and cannot

be applied to small areas of the design. Therefore, if the

design is large, execution time will be very long. Since some

operations need comparisons, if the size of the design is

doubled, the execution time may increase four times in the

worst case. Recent design rule checking algorithms reduce

the number of comparisons by using sorting and windowing

techniques [10]. Secondly, this algorithm requires a large

amount of storage due to the creation of many intermediate

Existing Design Rule Checking Algorithms 20



layers when multilayer checking* is jperformed. Moreover,

since this database is maintained on disk, frequent accesses

to disk make the processing slow. If the design is large,

this problem becomes very severe.

As we see in the above, polygon algebra algorithm has a

drawback in its slow speed. Therefore, if we consider the

trend of increasing chip complexity, this algorithm may not

be applicable to the complex design of the future.

I
3.2 RASTER—SCAN ALGORITHM

The raster5scan algorithm is proposed by Baker [7] and can

be used only for Manhattan type circuits. The basis for the

algorithm is that all the basic design rules are local, in

that they are only minimum widths and spacings. For this

algorithm, the layout is represented on a ) grid. Each

pixel, a 1) X 1) square on a grid, contains one bit which

represents the existence of the layer at that position for

each layer. Since the maximum width and spacing requirement

is 3) (for metal), a 4) X 4) window will view sufficient in-

formation so as to allow for detecting the width and spacing

rule violations. Shown in Eügure 8 is one example of a

spacing rule violation on metal in the 4) X 4) window.
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Design rule checking is accomplished by moving the win-

dow over the layout, in the horizontal and vertical direc-

tion. Multilayer rule checking is performed i11 a similar

manner. For example, if four pixels in the center of the

window are all contact cut, then the whole 4X X 4X window

should be filled with 'metal AND poly' or 'metal AND dif-

fusion' to meet the minimum surroundings requirements speci-

fied in the design rules of Chapter 2.

In the raster—scan algorithm, design rules are specified
l

in two ways: using tables and using special purpose code.

For example, two tables are constructed for the width checks.

One table is for the 3A width check and the other is for the

2X width check. There are two entries in the table. One

entry is a number which represents the layer arrangement in

the 4l X 4X window. The other entry is a bit indicating

whether or not that arrangement of the layer violates the

width rule. Since there are 2" possible arrangements of a

layer in the window, 8K bytes of memory are necessary to

store one table if a memory address is used to image a layer

arrangement in the window. In this table, 1 means that the

layer arrangement of the window does not represents a design

rule error and O means it does.

The special purpose code is constructed for multilayer
‘

checking. Because the number of possible windows is so large

Existing Design Rule Checking Algorithms 23



if mutilayer interaction is considered, the table look-up

technique requires large memory space. Special purpose coding

eliminates this need for large memory.

The raster-scan algorithm has the following limitations.

First, since the knowledge of design rules is embedded in the

tables and special purpose code, when the design rules are

changed, the tables and special purpose code must be rewrit-

ten. Moreover, if the new design rule set requires a window

larger than 4l X 4l, it becomes very expensive to examine all

possible windows. If the window size is increased to öl, it

is almost impossible to apply the raster-scan algorithm. The

second limitation is that the entire layout is scanned by the

window. This causes execution time to be wasted if the lay-

out area contains some empty regions.

Compared to the raster-scan algorithm, another technique

of DRC called "Corner—based" algorithm has following advan-

tages. First, the corner—based algorithm is much easier to

specify the design rules, and it requires less memory space

than the raster-scan algorithm. Second, since design rule

checking is accomplished by' checking the local geometric

constraints, it is faster than the raster-scan algorithm

which scans the entire layout. We will see the reasons for

these advantages when the corner-based algorithm is discussed

in Chapter 4.
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4.0 CORNER-BASED DESIGN RULE CHECKING ALGORITHM

4.1 AN OVERVIEW OF THE CORNER-BASED ALGORITHM

The basis for the corner-based DRC algorithm comes from the

fact that all geometrical design rules of the IC layout can

be specified as constraints on the presence or absence of

layers in the neighborhood of corners of a layout. It must

be assumed that the entire layout consists only of rectan-
I

gles. Here the corner refers to the four corners of a rec-

tangle and intersections between other rectangles as shown

in Figure 9. The specification of the design rules by con-

straints can be explained as follows.

Consider the metal box in Figure 10. To satisfy the 3l

spacing rule of Chapter 2, there should not be an unrelated

metal box within the region bounded by dashed lines. We ob-

serve that the regions R1, R2, R3, R4 have the corners Cl,

C2, C3, C4 respectively, and the layer arrangement around

each corner is distinct. Thus, the spacing requirements for

the region R1, R2, R3, R4 can be specified as the constraints

on the corners C1, C2, C3, C4 respectively, as shown in Fig-

ure ll. As we see in Figure 11, a spacing constraint is de-

termined by a geometric layer arrangement around the corner.

This geometric arrangement will be called a "context pattern"
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of the corner· under· consideration. in, the later chapters.

Since the constraints in Figure 11 cannot check the space

requirements for the region R5, R6, R7, R8, it might seem

that more constraints are necessary. However, if there is a

metal box in these regions, the violation can be detected by

the constraint on the corner of the box which resides in

these regions as shown in Figure 12. The constraints of the

spacing rule for other context patterns will be explained in

the next section.

In similar manners, all Mead & Conway design rules can

be specified with context patterns and constraints. Thus,

the actual design rule violations are detected by checking

constraints given to the corner. In order to check the con-

straint, the position and context pattern of the corner must

be known. Therefore, detecting a design rule violation is

performed by the following three steps.

1. Corner detection

2. Context pattern identification

3. Constraint checking

We can now see why corner—based algorithm performs ef-

ficient design rule checks. Since the number of context pat-
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terns is much less than the number of 4 X 4 matrices (2") ,

design rule specification is much simpler than that in the

raster-scan method. Moreover, since the design rule checker

already knows the positions of the corners, it can be intel-

ligent enough not to perform the rule checking in empty re-

gions, while the raster—scan method checks the entire layout.
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4.2 SPECIFICATION OF NMOS DESIGN RULES

4.2.1 CONTEXT PATTERN

In the previous section, we defined "context pattern" as the

geometric pattern of the layout around a "corner". Since it

is assumed that the entire layout consists of only rectan-

gles, there should be a vertical edge and a horizontal edge

at every corner. Thus, layers around the corner can be con-

sidered as lying in a four quadrant plane with the origin at

the corner as shown in Figure 13. This means that there are

15 possible context patterns for one layer. Hence, for a

single layer rule specification, 15 constraints should be

specified. Also, a rule for more than one layer should

specify constraints for· all possible combinations of the

context patterns of each layer. These 15 context patterns

can be divided into 5 groups based on the similarity of pate

terns as shown in Figure 14. This similarity can make it

easy to specify the design rules because the constraints for

one group of context patterns can be obtained by finding just

one constraint and rotating it.

As an example, consider the metal spacing rule con-

straints in Figure 11. Notice that all four corners have

convex type context patterns. The three constraints on cor-

ners C2, C3, C4 can be found by rotating the constraint of
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Figure 14. Five types of the context patterns.
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C1 by 90, 180, 270 degrees, respectively. We will represent

each group of context patterns in Figure 14 by a single con-

text pattern and specify a single constraint for each group.

The name given to each group will be used to represent all

the context patterns in the group. The corner of any context

pattern will be described by the type of that context pat-

tern, e.g., the corner in a convex type context pattern will

be called a convex corner.

The size of the context pattern window should be deter-
u

mined based on the basic unit of the layout. Since one-half

X is the basic unit of the layout editor being used, ICICLE,

the size of the context pattern is determined as 1X X 1X

square, i.e., two 0.SX X 0.5X boxes on each side of the con-

text pattern.
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4.2.2 SPACING RULE SPECIFICATION .

4.2.2.1 SINGLE LAYER SPACING RULE SPECIFICATION

Single layer spacing rules indicate the required xninimum

distance between two separate regions on the same layer. In

this section, we will specify the constraints of this rule

for each type of context pattern.

The single layer spacing rule for a convex type corner,

shown before in Figure 10, is repeated in Figure 15. Note

the two small "NOT M" constraints. The reason for these con-

straints will be explained through following example. Con-

sider three metal boxes in which some edges have the same

x-coordinate or same y-coordinate shown in Figure 16. As

marked in Figure 16, these three boxes are violating the

single layer spacing rule. However, since the bottom edges

of box A and B have the same y-coordinate and the left side

edges of box B and C have same x-coordinate, these violations

cannot be detected by the big "NOT M" constraint. To detect

this kind of spacing rule violation, two small "NOT M" con-

straints are necessary.

Figure 17 represents the constraint due to the single

layer spacing rule for a concave corner. This constraint is

used to detect the spacing rule violation in Figure 18.
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A one-side corner is generated when two rectangles are

connected i41 parallel as shown in Figure 19. If there is a

spacing rule violation at this type of corner, this violation

also will be detected at convex or concave corner as shown

in Figure 19. This is due to the characteristics of

Manhattan circuits. In the box configuration of the above

example, the fact that the rectangles are rectilinear assures

that if they are separated widely enough at the end points,

then they do not violate the design rules at any point along

their lengths. Therefore, the single layer spacing rule need

not be checked at a one-side corner. y

A violation can be reported without checking any con-

straint if a plaid corner is found since the very existence

of such a corner is a spacing rule violation. For the context

pattern in which all four quadrants are filled, we cannot

identify any separation. Therefore, a constraint is not

necessary.

As the foregoing analysis explains, the single layer

spacing rule places constraints on only eight of the fifteen

possible context patterns. It should be noted that this is

much simpler than the spacing rule specification of the

raster-scan method.
_
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4.2.2.2 INTERLAYER SPACING RULE SPECIFICATION

Five interlayer spacing requirements of the Memd & Conway

design rules are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Interlayer spacing rule.

V_'__—'"—'_"—"_"_'_'T_—”_——'“_“—7

I LAYERS I MINIMUM I
I I SPACING I
I I REQUIREMENTI
I I I

II
Poly & Diffusion I lX I

I Buried-Cut & I ZX I
I Diffusion I I

I Buried—Cut & Poly I 2X I

I TR-gate & I 1.5X I
I Ion-implant I I

I TR-gate & Cut to I ZX I
I diffusion I I
L........................L............J

The only difference, with respect to the nature of the con-

text patterns and constraints, between the single layer and

interlayer spacing rule is that more than one layer is in-

volved. Therefore, the same constraints as in the single

layer spacing rules can be used for specifying interlayer

spacing rules with proper changes of layer types and minimum
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distances. For example, the spacing rule between the poly

and diffusion for a convex corner of diffusion can be speci-

fied by the constraint on poly as shown in Figure 20. The

example shows that this constraint is same as the constraint

in Figure 15 except for the layer type and the minimum dis-

tance.

To check the interlayer spacing rule for transistor

gates, we also need to give special attention to the MOS

transistor gates besides different layer types and minimum

distances. Since two layers are involved in the MOS tran-

sistor gate, the overlap between diffusion and poly should

be considered as a single layer to specify the spacing rule

for the transistor gate by similar constraints as in single

layer spacing rule. In other words, if a corner with poly-

diffusion overlap is found, the context pattern of the over-

lap should be identified first. Then, the corresponding

constraint on the contact cut and ion-implant should be

checked. If the constraint is specified for the poly-

diffusion overlap, i.e., if a corner of cut to diffusion or

an ion-implant corner is found, the poly-diffusion overlap

should be searched in the constrained region.

Using the above ideas, all the interlayer spacing rules

can be specified as shown in Figure 21 - Figure 29.

Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the constraints on diffusion and
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buried cut for the poly context patterns. If a diffusion

corner which is involved neither transistor nor buried cut

is found, the interlayer spacing rule for poly and buried cut

should be checked. Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the specifi-

cation for this case.

For the buried cut corner, the constraints on diffusion

and poly should be checked as shown in Figure 25. Note that

the first quadrant of the top context pattern of buried cut

is empty. This indicates the "don't care" condition, i.e.,

this context pattern represents either convex or plaid type

context pattern.

As stated in Chapter 2, to prevent an enhancement mode

transistor from working as a depletion mode transistor, there

is a l.5X spacing rule between transistor gate region and

ion-implant. Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the specification

of this rule. The interlayer spacing rule between transistor

gate and cut to diffusion can be specified as Figure 28 and

Figure 29.

As we see in these figures, the constraints are speci-

fied for only convex and concave type of context patterns due

to the same reason, i.e., rectilinearity of the Manhattan

circuit and the spacing rule violations of plaid type cor-

ners, as in the single layer spacing rules. However, as
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mentioned above, there are two exceptions for the context

patterns of the ion-implant and buried cut because there is

no single layer spacing rule for the buried cut and ion-

implant. For other context patterns, the constraints can be

obtained by rotation of the constraints in these figures.
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4.2.3 WIDTH RULE SPECIFICATION

The width rule is the requirement for the minimum width of a

layer. Identification of the end points of a rectangle is

the key to specify this constraint. The width rule con-

straints for five different types of corners are as follows.

For convex type corners, the layer should be extended l

by the minimum width in the direction from the corner towards

the interior of the rectangle. This is because a convex type
A

context pattern indicates that the corner is the end point

of the rectangle. Thus, for a convex corner, the width rule

can be specified as shown in Figure 30(a). Plaid corners are

not checked for the width rule errors because they are al-

ready in violation of the spacing rule. L

Since there are three end points in the concave type

corners, all the three end points should be extended into the

interior of the rectangle in order to satisfy the minimum

width requirement. Figure 30(b) shows the constraint for the

concave type corner.

In case of one—side corners, we do not need to specify

the constraints for the same reason as in the spacing rule

specification, i.e., since the entire layout consists of only

rectangles, if the width of a layer is satisfies the minimum
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width requirement at the end points, then the width at any

point between the end points is also satisfactory. In other

words, width rule violation at any one-side corner can be

detected at the convex or concave corner. Figure 31 is one

example of a width rule violation at a one-side corner.

Since the all-filled corner does not contain any end

point, the constraint for the width rule is not necessary.

Consequently, only eight constraints are necessary to specify

the width rule.
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4.2.4 TRANSISTOR OVERHANG RULE SPECIFICATION

The transistor overhang rule is defined as the necessary ex-

tension of the poly and diffusion around the transistor (TR)

gate region. The constraints for poly and diffusion should

be determined based on the boundary ofla TR gate region.

To explain the TR overhang rule specification, the most

common geometric configuration is shown in Figure 32. As we

see in this example, two features must be considered in order
U

to specify the TR overhang rule. One is the direction of the

extension of poly and diffusion and the other is the type of

the layer which should be extended. The direction of the

extension should be determined based on the boundary of the

TR gate region. The layer type should be same as the layer

which forms the border line with the TR gate region. In other

words, if poly is abutted to the TR gate region, poly should

be extended in the opposite direction to where the TR gate

region exists. On the other hand, diffusion is abutted,

diffusion should be extended. Considering these two things,

TR overhang rule can be specified by following approach.

Since two layers are involved in the TR overhang rule,

in order to specify the constraints, all possible combined

context patterns of poly and diffusion should be found first.

There are 15 possible context patterns for one layer at a
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Figure 32 . Corners in a transistor .
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single corner. Thus, there are 15 possible combined context

patterns of poly layer for one context pattern of diffusion.

Figure 33(b) shows the 15 combined context patterns for the

one convex type context pattern of diffusion in the

Figure 33(a).

The 15 combined context patterns are divided into three

groups according to the following characteristics. Group (A)

contains context patterns which have no overlap between poly

and diffusion. Thus, these context patterns cannot be con-
U

sidered as transistors, and TR overhang rule checking is un-

necessary. However, all these context patterns violate the

interlayer spacing rule between poly and diffusion. There-

fore, the interlayer spacing rule violation should be re-

ported. In group (B) and (C) context patterns, there is at

least one overlapped quadrant. Since there exists a vacant

quadrant which is abutted to the overlapped quadrant (i.e.,

TR gate region) in the context patterns of group (B), these

context patterns already violate the TR overhang rule.

Therefore, for the context patterns included in group (B),

TR overhang rule error can be reported without checking any

constraint. On the other hand, the context patterns of group

(C) have the possibility of forming legal transistors. Thus,

for these context patterns, constraints need to be specified.

Figure 34(a) shows the constraints for the context patterns

of group (C).
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For the other three convex type context patterns of the

diffusion, all the possible combined context patterns can be

obtained by rotating the combined context patterns in

Figure 33 by 90,-180, 270 degrees as mentioned earlier. As

a result, all possible combined context patterns can be di-

vided into three groups and the necessary constraints can be

obtained. Figure 34(b), (c), (d) show the legal context

patterns and corresponding constraints obtained by rotation.

For the context patterns obtained by combining poly
A

context patterns with a one—side type context patterns of

diffusion, the TR overhang rule can be specified using an

approach similar to the one for a convex diffusion corner

described above. As the first step, the 15 combined context

patterns for a one-side diffusion corner of Figure 35(a) are

divided into three groups shown in Figure 35(b). By the

reasoning used in a convex diffusion corner, group (A) con-

text patterns contain the interlayer spacing rule errors and

all group (B) context patterns violate the TR overhang rule.

Only group (C) patterns can form legal transistors.

Figure 36 shows the corresponding constraints for these legal

patterns. Again, by rotation we can find the combined con-

text patterns and constraints for the other three one—side

context patterns of diffusion.
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Using the same approach, we can get the legal combined

context patterns and corresponding constraints for the con-

cave type context patterns of diffusion. Figure 37 shows one

concave type context pattern of diffusion and the corre-

sponding 15 combined context patterns. The constraints for

the legal combined context patterns are shown in Figure 38.

Three more sets of constraints can be found by rotation.

If the four quadrants are filled with diffusion, there

are 15 combined patterns. These 15 patterns can be divided

'
into five groups in Figure 39 based on the overlap pattern.

Notice that the single layer spacing rule of poly layer is

already violated in two plaid type overlap patterns. Thus,

these plaid type overlap patterns cannot be considered as

legal transistors. Figure 40 shows the constraints for one

combined pattern in each group. The constraints for other

combined patterns can be found by rotation of the constraints

in Figure 40. If all four quadrants are overlapped as in

Figure 39(e), the constraint is not necessary because this

context pattern does not contain the boundary of the gate

region.

Since two plaid type context patterns of diffusion con-

tain the spacing rule violation, no combined context pattern

can be considered as a legal transistor. Moreover, this

spacing rule violation will be detected by the single layer
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spacing rule checking. Therefore, it is not necessary to

check the TR overhang rule for the combined context patterns

with these plaid type context patterns.

As shown above, many combined context patterns do not

need to be checked. Thus, TR overhang rule can be specified

very easily by grouping and rotation.
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4.2.5 ION—IMPLANT OVERHANG RULE SPECIFICATION

The ion-implant overhang rule states the requirement for

the minimum extension of the ion-implant beyond the TR gate

region for proper depletion mode transistors. In order to

make a proper depletion mode transistor, a proper enhancement

mode transistor should first be formed. If the TR overhang

rule is violated, ion-implant overhang has no meaning because

the gate region which is referenced to build the ion-implant

overhang may be incorrect. In other words, when the designer

·
corrects the TR overhang rule error, TR gate region can be

changed and ion-implant should be changed based on the TR

gate region. Therefore, it can be said that it is not nec-

essary to check the ion-implant rule for an illegal transis-

tor. It means that we do not need to specify the constraints

for illegally combined context patterns of poly and dif-

fusion.

For legal combined context patterns, if the ion-implant

layer is found at a corner, it indicates a depletion mode

transistor. The constraints for the ion—implant overhang

rule can be specified in a manner similar to the TR overhang

rule. Since the ion-implant overhang rule should be speci-

fied based on the TR gate region, the overlapped context

pattern is used for specifying the constraints. Figure 41

and Figure 42 shows the constraints for each type of over-
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lapped context patterns. The entire set of constraints can

be found by rotating these constraints. If four quadrants are

covered with poly—diffusion overlap and ion-implant exist at

the corner, these four quadrants should be covered with ion-

implant region.
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4.2.6 CONTACT CUT SURROUNDING RULE SPECIFICATION

Since the contact cut has a particular shape as shown in

Figure 43, rule specification can be much simpler in spite

of the presence of three layers. In Figure 43, we imme-

diately note that all corners of a contact cut are convex

corners. If the contact cut is made by connecting two or more

small contact cuts, one-side or all-filled corners can exist

as shown in Figure 44. Although a contact cut which contains

the concave type corner is legal as in Figure 45, this kind
u

of contact cut wastes chip area. Thus, if a concave contact

cut is found, it is better to warn the designer to correct

the shape of the contact cut. From this point of view, we

can say that only convex, one-side and all-filled contact cut

corners are legal. For these three legal context patterns,

constraints can be specified as in Figure 46 - Figure 49.

In context patterns of Figure 47, the reason for the

specification "NOT-POLY AND DIFF" and "POLY AND NOT-DIFF" is

to distinguish a pure contact cut from a butting contact.

As we know, there are four one-side type corners in the

butting contact and both layers, poly and diffusion, exist

at these four corners as shown in Figure 51 in the next sec-

tion. Moreover, if a contact cut corner without poly or

diffusion is found, a surrounding rule violation should be

reported.
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X one——side corner

O all-·Filled corner

Figure 44. One—side and all—filled corners in the con-
tact cut containing more than one rectangle.
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Figure 45. A contact cut containing a concave type cor-
ner.
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Figure 46. Specification of the. contac.t.cut surrounding
rule.
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Figure 47. Specification of the contact cut surrounding
rule.
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context
pattern = constralnt
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Figure 49. Specification of the contact cut surrounding
rule.
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The constraints described above are sufficient to detect

the errors in larger contact cuts. Suppose that there is a

61 X 6k contact cut in which some area is not covered by metal

and diffusion properly as shown in Figure 50. Since, the

metal layer is disconnected, the one-side type corners marked

with }{ will be created. Thus, these surrounding rule vio-

lation can be detected by the constraints shown in

Figure 47. Consequently, all kinds of surrounding rule vio-

lations for contact cut can be detected.
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4.2.7 BUTTING CONTACT RULE SPECIFICATION V

The butting butting contact rule can be divided into two

parts. The first is the surrounding requirement as in the

pure contact cut while the second is an overlap requirement

between poly and diffusion. For the surrounding requirement,

the constraints in Figure 46 - Figure 49 in the contact cut

surrounding rule can be used to detect all the surrounding

rule violations since this requirement is same as the sur-

rounding requirement for the pure contact cut. The shaded
'

region in Figure 51(a) indicates the area which is covered

by the constraints of the pure contact cut. Within the un-

shaded region, which is not covered by the surrounding con-

straint, a set of proper constraints should be specified for

all the eight corners marked with Xs and circles in

Figure 5l(b).

In Figure 5l(b), poly—diffusion overlaps are found at

the corners marked with circles. The overlap between poly

and diffusion also exists in the transistor gate region. To

distinguish between two cases, the contact cut is searched

within the region which is a 1.5X X 1.5l square extended from

the corner of poly—diffusion overlap. If the overlap is

identified as the part of the butting contact, the butting

contact rule checking should be performed. Otherwise, the

transistor overhang rule will be performed. Due to the pe-
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culiar configuration of the butting contact, the type of the

contact cut context pattern of the corner at which three

layer overlaps should be one-side at the corners marked with

Xs in Figure 51(b). In other words, if the overlap between

poly and diffusion is identified as part of the butting con-

tact and the overlap pattern is not one-side, then there must

be violation of the butting contact rule. This is also true

for vertically placed butting contacts. If the overlap pat-

tern is one-side, a check for overlap requirement of the

butting contact will be carried out at the corners marked

'
with circles in Figure 51. The design rule checking proce-

dure for a corner with poly-diffusion overlap is summarized

as Figure 52(a).

If' a corner contains poly, diffusion and contact cut

like the corners marked with circles, it indicates the butt-

ing contact. If the butting contact overlap is made properly,

the context pattern of the contact cut should be one-side.

Other types of contact cut corners should be reported as the

butting contact rule violation. If the contact cut corner

has the one-side type context pattern at circled corners, the

combination of three context patterns should be one of the

four rows in Figure 53 for the proper overlap of the butting

contact. Figure 54 shows the constraints for these four

context patterns. These constraints are made to cover the

area which is not covered by the surrounding constraints.
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IF poly AND diffusion AND not_cut AND not_buried THEN
ckeck_butting_contact_or_not; ‘

.
IF butting_contact THEN

_ check_butting_contact_rule;
ELSE

‘

check_transistor_overhang_rule;
END IF

END IF

(a). Rule checking procedure for the corner of
poly—diffusion overlap.

IF poly AND diffusion AND contact_cut THEN
IF contact_cut_pattern_<> one_side THEN

report_butting_contact_error; ·
ELSE

IF combined_pattern_of_poly_diffusion_cut=legal THEN
check_the_constraint;

ELSE
report_butting_contact_rule_error;

END IF _
END IF

END IF

(b). Procedure for the butting contact rule check-
ing.

Figure 52. (a) Checking procedure for the poly-
diffusion overlap. (b) Procedure for the
butting contact rule checking.
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The above butting contact checking procedure for the corner

where three layers exist is be summarized as Figure 52(b).

For the other three butting contact configurations shown in

Figure 55, the similar constraints can be obtained by rotat-

ing the constraints of Figure 54.
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Figure 55. Three configurations of the butting contact
obtained by rotation of the configuration in
Figure 51.
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4.2.8 BURIED CONTACT RULE SPECIFICATION

As described in Chapter 2, there are three types of valid

buried contacts as shown in Figure 56. In these three types

of buried contacts, the type of context patterns for the

buried cut at any corner is one of three types: convex,

one-side and all-filled. Even if the buried cut square con-

sists of more than one rectangle, the corner type should be

one of the above three types. Therefore, if any other type

of context pattern for a buried cut is found, a rule vio-
A

lation is reported without checking any constraints. In

spite of this simplification, there are many corners to be

checked in one buried contact. If all of these corners are

checked, it will take a long time to process all the corners.

To solve this problem, one context pattern for buried cuts

is selected so that all the requirements of a buried contact

can be checked at one corner.

Since all buried contacts are bounded by 6X X 6X buried

cut square, the upper right corner exists in any buried con-

tact. Based on this, the buried contact rule checking can

be represented as Figure 57. Since different configurations

can be generated by rotating each configuration in

Figure 56, the total number of allowable configurations is

10. Each of these possible configurations must be consid-

ered. Among these ten configurations, there are two config-
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IF buried_cut THEN
IF type_of_context_pattern =

( convex OR one_side OR all_fil1ed ) THEN
IF context_pattern represents upper_right_corner

THEN
buried_contact_rule_checking;

END IF · ·
ELSE

report_buried_contact_rule_error; ·
END IF

END IF -

Figure 57. Procedure for the buried contact rule check-
ing.
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urations that can be identified using the context pattern of

the upper right corner. This is because only these two con-

figurations have poly at the upper right corner of the buried

cut square as shown in Figure 58. The other eight config-

urations have no layer except buried cut at this corner.

Therefore, if no layer is found at this corner, it indicates

one of the other eight configurations. Constraints for the

right-corner-checkable configurations are given in

Figure 58.

For the other eight configurations, if all eight possi-

ble configurations are checked, it will also take much exe-

cution time. One way to reduce the number of configurations

to be checked is to inspect the other corner. For example,

if there exists a poly at the corner ZX to the left of the

upper right corner of the buried cut square, the number of

possible configurations is reduced to three as shown in Fig- '

ure 59. Constraints for this group of configurations are

given in Figure 59. Therefore, if the requirement of one of

these three configurations is met, then it represents a valid

buried contact. If none of these three requirements is met,

a rule violation should be reported. If a diffusion layer

is found at the position ZX to the left of the upper right

corner, it represents one of three configurations in

Figure 60. For the case that there is no layer except buried

cut at this position, it should be one of two configurations
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Figure 58. Specification of the buried contact rule for
the corner of buried cut with poly.
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Figure 59. Specification of the buried contact rule for
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Figure 60. Specification of the buried contact rule for
the corners of only buried cut when a corner
of diffusion exists at left.
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Figure 61. Specification of the buried contact rule for
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in Figure 61. Constraints for each of these group of con-

figurations are shown in Figure 60 and Figure 61. Using this

grouping technique, all ten configurations can be covered.

4.3 CORNER DETECTION AND BIT-MAP GENERATION

To apply the constraints specified in the previous sections,

we must know the position of each corner and where a layer

exists. Since the constraints are specified locally, only

local information for layout is needed. By locally we mean
L

the small area of the design, i.e., the maximum area of the

constrained region is 61 X 6 X in the buried contact rule.

Although there are many ways to represent the layout, a lay-

out bit-map as used in the raster-scan method is appropriate

for a representation of the local area of the layout. In this

section, we will describe the algorithm for corner detection

and layout bit·map generation.

Since it is assumed that the entire layout consists of

only* rectangles, the only available information for each

rectangle zis two coordinates (i.e., the lower left corner

(xl,yl) and the upper right corner (xu,yu)) as shown in Fig-

ure 62. These two coordinates contain two kinds of informa-

tion as follows:
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Figure 62. Twe coordinates of a rectangle.
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1. Coordinates of the four corners of the rectangle, i.e.,

<xl„yl), (x¤„yl)„ (xu,yl>, <x¤,y¤)-

2. Existence of layer in the interval [xl,xu] from yl to yu.

Using this information, corner· detection and the bit-map

generation, which are static two dimensional problems, can

be translated to dynamic one dimensional problems [2].

A static two dimensional problem can be translated to a

'
dynamic one dimensional problem as explained below. Consider

a horizontal line below the bottom edge of a rectangle. We

will call this line a "scanning line". As the scanning line

is moved upward, it will coincide with the bottom edge of the

rectangle and then the top edge of the rectangle. Since we

know the position (y-coordinate) of the scanning line, we can

detect the coordinates of the lower two corners of the rec-

tangle when the scanning line coincides with the bottom edge

of the rectangle. To generated the bit-map, a set of inter-

vals ,called ACTIVE_SET, along the x-axis is retained until

the scanning line reaches the end of design. When the scan-

ning line hits the bottom edge of a rectangle, the interval

[xl,xu] will be inserted to the ACTIVE_SET. Existence of a

certain interval in the ACTIVE_SET shows the presence of a

certain layer within that interval. Similarly, the coordi-

nates of the top two corners of the rectangle can be detected
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when the scanning line coincides with the top edge of the

rectangle. When the top edge is hit by the scanning line,

the interval [x1,xu] will be deleted from the ACTIVE_SET be-

cause the layer no longer exists within the present scanning

line context. To find intersections between rectangles, each

time an interval is inserted to and deleted from the

ACTIVE_SET, the intersecting points are searched between all ·

the intervals in the set and the new interval. This is be-

cause intersections of two rectangles exist only at the bot-

tom or top edge of one of the two rectangles.

The procedure given above is summarized in the following

algorithm. Assume that the minimum x and y coordinates of

the layout are (0,0).

1. Sort the rectangles in order of the y—coordinates of the

bottom edge and also in order of y-coordinates of the top

edge. During the sorting, find the maximum x—coordinate

"xmax" and maximum y-coordinate "ymax" of the entire

layout;

2. FOR i:= 0 to ymax—l DO

FOR j:= 0 to xmax·1 DO

BIT_MAP[i,j] :=0; { initialize the BIT_MAP }

3. ACTIVE_SET :=empty_set;4.

CORNER_SET := empty_set;

5. FOR scanning_bar := 0 TO ymax DO BEGIN
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a. FOR each rectangle with yl = scanning_bar DO BEGIN

1) insert (xl,yl) and (xu,y1) to the CORNER_SET;

2) find the intersection between the interval

[xl,xu] and all the intervals in the active set

and if it exists, insert the intersection to the

CORNER_SET;3)

insert the interval [xl,xu] into ACTIVE_SET;

4) END;

b. FOR each rectangle with yu = scanning_bar DO BEGIN

1) insert (xl,yu) and (xu,yu) to the CORNER_SET;
E

2) find the intersection between the interval

[xl,xu] and all the intervals in the ACTIVE_SET

and if it exists, insert the intersection to the

CORNER_SET;

3) delete the interval [xl,xu] from the ACTIVE_SET;

4) END;

c. FOR each interval in the ACTIVE_SET DO

l) FOR i:= xl to xu—1 DO BEGIN

BIT_MAP[scanning_bar,i] := l;

d. END;

To see how this algorithm works, we will apply the above

algorithm to the layout which consists of two rectangles

shown in Figure 63(a) and will trace the algorithm step by

step. Suppose that coordinates of the two rectangles are

stored in the array as in Figure 63(b). Numbers which cor-
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respond to the steps of the algorithm are shown as ——() at

the end of each operation.
O

1. First two sort arrays will be produced according to the

order of y—coordinates of the top edge and bottom edge

of the rectangle as shown in Figure 63(c). xmax = 4,

ymax = 4 —- (1)

2. BIT_MAP[i,j] = 0 (1=0..3, j=0..3) -— (2)

3. AcT1vE_sET = { 1 —— (3)

4. CORNER_SET = { } -- (4)

5. scanning_bar = O —— (5)

•
box[low_sort[1]].yl = scanning_bar, do FOR loop --

(5.a)

— CORNER_SET = {(1,0),(3,0)} -— (5.a.1)
v

— NO intersection —- (5.a.2)

— AcT1vE_sET = {[1,311 -- (s.a.3)
•

box[low_sort[2]].yl ¢ scanning_bar, skip FOR loop --

(5.a)

• box[up_sort[1]].yu ¢ scanning_bar, skip FOR loop --

(5.b)

•
BIT_MAP[O,1] = 1, BIT_MAP[0,2] =1 -- (5.c)

6. scanning_bar = 1 ·— (5)

• box[1ow_sort[2]].y1 = scanning_bar, do FOR loop --

(5-a1

- CORNER_SET={(l,0), (3,0), (0,1), (4,1)} —·

(5.a.l)
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Figure 63. (a) Two rectangles in the layout. (b) Data-
base for two rectangles. (c) Two sort ar-
rays in order of bottom and top edge of two
rectangles.
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— find intersecting point between [0,4] and [1,3]

—>CORNER_SET={(1,0), (3,0), (0,1), (4,1), (1,1),

(3,1)} —· (5.a.2)

— AcT1vE_sET = {[1,3],[O,4]} —· (5.a.3)
•

box[up_sort[1]].yu # 1 —>skip FOR loop -- (5.b)
•

BIT_MAP[1,i] = 1 (i=1..2), BIT_MAP[1,i] = 1 (i=0..3)

—- (5.c)

7. scanning_bar = 2 —— (5)

•
box[up_sort[1]].yu = 1 -> do FOR loop -- (5.b)

— CORNER_SET={(1,0), (3,0), (0,1), (4,1), (1,1),

(3,1), (0,2), (4,2)} -- (5 b-1)
— find intersecting point between [0,3] and [1,3]

->CORNER_SET={(1,0), (3,0), (0,1), (4,1), (1,1),

(3,1), (0,2), (4,2), (1,2), (3,2)} —- (5-b-2)h
— AcT1vE_sET = {[1,3]} -- (5.b.c)

•
BIT_MAP[2,i] = 1 (i=1..2) —- (5.c)

8. scanning_bar = 3 —— (5)

•
box[up_sort[2]]].yl ¢ 3 -> skip FOR loop —— (5.b)

• BIT_MAP[3,i] = 1 (i=1..2) -- (5.c)

9. scanning_bar = 4 -- (5)

• box[up_sort[2]].yl = 4 —> do FOR loop —- (5.b)

— CORNER_SET = {(1,0), (3,0), (0,1), (4,1), (1,1),

(3,1), (0,2), (4,2), (1,2), (3,2), (1,4), (3,4)}

(5.b.1)

— NO intersections -- (5.b.2)

— AcT1vE_sET = { } -- (5 b.3)
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10. scanning_bar=5 > ymax ·> END.

As shown in Figure 64, the final BIT_MAP represents the ori-

ginal layout and the final CORNER_SET contains all the cor-

ners of the two rectangles.
I

In fact, if we consider the complexity of a VLSI circuit

. layout, it requires too much memory space to save all the

corners and the bit-map of an entire layout as in the above
u

example. Since local areas of the layout are used i11 order

to identify context patterns and check the constraint, we do

not need to save the entire bit—map. Actual implementation

of this algorithm will be treated in the next chapter.
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Figure 64. Final bit—map and detected corners.
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4.4 A LIMITATION OF THE CORNER-BASED DRC ALGORITHM y

The Corner-based algorithm has a limitation in its ability

to perform spacing rule checks. Since the rule checking

ldepends only on local layout information, the connectivity

of layout cannot be considered. Due to the lack of this

connectivity information, false errors can be reported during

the spacing rule checking. For example, consider three metal

rectangles connected together as shown in Figure 65. The

corner marked with an X is one of the convex corners. When
1

the corresponding constraint is applied, a spacing rule vio-

lation will be reported. However, the two rectangles A and

B are connected by the third rectangle C thus, the spacing

rule violation has no meaning and it should not be reported.

This kind of false error can occur in all kinds of spacing

rule checks. To solve this problem, information on the cir-

cuit connectivity as produced by a circuit extractor is

necessary. Circuit extraction is beyond the scope of this

thesis and as such the implemented DRC system will suffer

this minimal shortcoming.
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5.0 IMPLEMENTATION OF CORNER—BASED DRC ALGORITHM

5.1 DESIGN RULE CHECKER

5.1.1 CORNER DETECTION AND BIT-MAP GENERATION

As described in the previous chapter, each time the scanning

bar hits the bottom or top edge of a rectangle the corners

on the scanning bar are detected. Obviously, these corners
h

have the same y—coordinates. To check the design rules for

these corners, the bit—map for the local area of layout is

necessary since the constraints are specified for a local

area. To determine the size of window in which the bit map

should be generated, the following two things should be con-

sidered. First, if the size of the design is nk X mk, the

width of the window should be nk allowing a corner can exist

at any position on the scanning bar. Second, in the NMOS

design rule set, the maximum distance requirement is 6k (in

the buried contact rule). Thus, 6k is sufficient to check

possible the constraints. Therefore, to check the con-

straints of all corners on the scanning bar we need a bit-map

window of nk X 6k. Moreover, since the corners are detected

while the scanning bar moves upward, the window also should

move whenever the scanning bar moves. In other words, the

scanning window with a size of nk X 6k will scan the entire
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layout from bottom to top and the bit-map within this scan-

ning window should be available all the time.

- Since this DRC software is written for ICICLE package ,

0.5X, which is the basic unit of ICICLE, is used as the unit

of the grid of bit-map. Based on this grid unit, the window

size is determined as 2n X 13 in actual implementation. To

implement the scanning window, 13 arrays in which each array

has 2n bit elements are used as in Figure 66. Each bit in

the array is set to 1 or O according to the existence of a

layer in that position. Since there are six layers in NMOS

layout, six scanning windows are necessary to represent all

layers.

I
Line 13 in the scanning window plays the role of scan-

ning bar. As a result, whenever line 13 hits the top or

bottom edge of any rectangle, corner detection and bit-map

generation will be performed by the algorithm in the previous

chapter. The generated bit-map is stored in the 13th array.

When the scanning window moves upward by 1 unit, the ith ar-

ray is copied into the (i—1)th array. In this manner, the

bit-map within the scope of scanning window is available all

the time.

When a corner is detected by the scanning-bar, it is

located on the scanning bar, i.e., line 13 of the scanning
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Figure 66. Grid on the scanning window.
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window. However, in order to check the several constraints

at once, the corner should be located on line 8 of the scan-

ning window. The reason is as follows.

Suppose that one convex type metal corner is detected

as shown in Figure 67. This type of metal corner has 3A

minimum width rule constraint as well as the 3X spacing rule

constraint. In order to be able to check these two con-

straints simultaneously, the bit-map of region 3k above and

3X below from the corner should be available. Figure 67

shows that this is possible when the corner is on line 8 of

the scanning window. Therefore, the corner which is detected

by line 13 should be stored until the corner is located on

line 8 by the moving scanning window. For this reason, three

stacks are assigned to each line from line 13 to line 8 be-

cause there are three kinds of corners, i.e., bottom—edge,

top-edge and intersection corner, according to where they

exist in a rectangle. In the bottom-edge and top—edge corner

stacks, each element in the stack is a key of rectangle. An

element of intersection corner stack is the exact x-

coordinate of the intersection corner. The stacks are also

copied into the stacks of next line when the scanning window

moves upward. Therefore, the constraint checking will be

performed on the corners only in the stacks on line 8.
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There is one exception to this scanning scheme which is

invoked for buried—contact rule checking. As explained in

the previous chapter, buried contact rule checking is applied

for only one particular context pattern, i.e., the context

pattern which represents the upper right corner of the buried

cut square. If this type of buried cut corner is detected

on line 13, the bit—map of the whole buried contact is al-

ready available in the scanning window since the edge which

is coincides by the scanning bar is the top edge of the buried

square. Consequently, the constraint for the buried cut

corner can be applied at line 13. If the buried cut corner

is checked at line 8 as in the corners of other layers, we

need a larger sized bit-map, i.e., more memory space is nec-

essary.

All of the above actions can be summarized algorith-

mically as in Figure 68. This pseudo code shows the overall

program flow of the design rule checker. Note that the de-

sign rule checking for the entire layout is accomplished by

repeated operation of corner detection, bit—map generation

and corner processing while the scanning window is scanning

the entire design. In the next subsection we will discuss the

implementation of the corner processing.
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TYPE
rectangle = RECORD . ~

1ayer,x1;y1;xu,yu z integer ;
END;

VAR
box e array!no_of_rectran1ges] of rectanle;

BEGIN
initia1ize_bit_map;
corner_stack_initielization;
top_sort_stack := sort( t¤p_edge;box );
bottom_sort_stack e= sort( bottom_edge;box );

FOR scanning_bar := ymin TO ymax + 5 DO BEGIN
top_corner_stack_13 := empty;
bottom_corner_stack_13 := empty;
intersection_corner_stack_13 := empty;

ägéää box! TOP(bottom_sort;stack) ].y1 = sc•nning_bar DO
box_key := TOP(bottom_sort_stack);
PUSH(box_key; bott0m_corner_stack_15);
POP (bottom_sort_stack);
END;

box! TOP(top_sort_stack) ].yu = scanning_bar DO
box_key := TOP(t¤p_sort_stack);

A

PUSH(box_key, top_corner_stack_15)§
POP(top_sort_stack);
END;

de1ete_from_ACTIVE_SET( t¤p_corner_stack_15 );
insert_to_ACTIVE_$ET( bottom_corner_stack_15 ); .
find_intersections( intersection_c¤rner_st•ck_13 );
bit_map_generation( ACTIVE_$ET;map_array_13 );

corner_processing_f¤r_buried_contact_ru1e_ch•cking
(corners_at_1ine_13);
corner_processing_for_ru1e_checking( corners_at_1ine_8 );

FOR i «= 2 to 13 DO
bit_map_array_i-1 •= bit_map_array_i;

FOR i == 9 to 13 DO BEGIN
bottom_corner_stack_i·1 := bottom_corner_stack_i;
top_corner_stack_i-1 z= top_c¤rner_stack_i;ängerseciton_corner_stack_i-1z= intersection_corner_stack_i;

zum °
END.

Figure 68. Overall flow of the design rule checker using
the corner-based algorithm.
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5.1.2 CORNER PROCESSING

In the corner processing procedure, actual design rule

checking is performed by the identification of context pat-

tern and constraints rule checking. The first step is the

identification of the context pattern. Since there are four

quadrants, i.e., four pixels, around a corner, all 15 possi-

ble context patterns can be represented as 4-bit binary num-

bers. Because each pixel is already represented by one bit

depending on the existence of a layer, the 4-bit binary num-

ber can be extracted directly from the bit-map. For conven-

ience of coding, this 4-bit binary number is converted to the

decimal number as shown in Figure 69(a). This number will

be called "pattern number" in the remainder of this chapter.

Figure 69(b) shows the pattern numbers of all 16 context

patterns. In the above manner, six pattern numbers for six

layers will be found at each corner.

After the calculation of the pattern numbers, corre-

sponding constraints will be checked. As described in Chap-

ter 4, all the constraints are specified for a certain

bounded region and the requirement is the presence or absence

of certain layer(s) on that bounded region. These con-

straints can also be represented as number codes. Since each

pixel of the bit-map represents the existence of a layer and

the size of the pixel (0.51 X 0.51) is known, the area of a
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bounded region can be represented as a number of pixels,

e.g., the area of 2X X 2) square is 16 pixels. Therefore,

constraints can be checked by counting the number of l's or

the numbers of 0's within the bounded region. To specify a

bounded rectangle in the bit-map, we need the width and

length of the bounded rectangle, the position of the corner,

the direction of expansion, and the layer type. All the pa-

rameters except the direction of expansion can be determined

directly by the constraint. The direction of expansion

should be determined according to the context pattern. For

the specification of the direction of expansion, one number

is assigned. to each corner of a rectangle as shown in

Figure 70. A routine called "COUNT_PIXELS", shown in

Figure 70, is written for counting the number of pixels con-

taising 1 within a rectangle whose boundary is specified by ·

the four parameters mentioned above.

The following example shows how a constraint is speci-

fied and checked using COUNT_PIXEL. Suppose that there are

two poly boxes which violate the spacing rule and we want to

check the spacing rule and width rule at the corner X as shown

in Figure 72. Since the "pattern number" of the corner X is

8 (refer to Figure 69), the spacing and width rule checking

can be represented as follows.

I
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ÜFigure70. Numbers representing the expansion direction
used in the routine COUNT_PIXEL.
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FUNCTION count_pixel (layer: bit_map;
corner_x,corner_y,width,length,
expansion_direction: integer)
: integer;

BEGIN

CASE expansion_direction OF

1: lower_bound:= corner_y;
left_bound:= corner_x;

2: lower_bound:= corner_y;
left_bound:= corner_x·width;

3: lower_bound:= corner_y—length;
left_bound:= corner_x;

4: lower_bound:= corner_y—length;
left_bound:= corner_x-width;

zum { cAsE 1 .
I

count_pixel:= O;
FOR y:= lower_bound TO lower_bound+length-1 DO

FOR x:= left_bound TO left_bound+width-1 DO
count_pixe1:= count_pixe1 + layer[x,y];

END;

Figure 71. Function COUNT_PIXEL.
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IF poly_pattern_no = 8 THEN

BEGIN

space_area := COUNT_PIXEL(poly,x,y,4,4,1);-- (1)

+COUNT_PIXEL(poly,x,y,4,1,2);-· (2)

+COUNT_PIXEL(po1y,x,y,1,4,2);-· (3)

IF space_area ¢ 0 THEN -—-—---Ä-----—-—-—-·--(4)

report_error(space_po_po,x,y);——-—--——-—-—(5)

width_area := COUNT_PIXEL(poly,x,y,4,4,4);--—(6)

IF width_area ¢ 16 THEN ——-———·-—--—------——-(7)

E
report_error(width_po,x,y);e—--—--—---———-(8)

END;

In the above code, line (1), (2), (3) specify the region R1,

R2, R3, respectively using the parameters in COUNT_PIXEL.

Since there is xu: poly layer in R2 and R3, the value of

COUNT_PIXEL is O. However, there is one pixel inside the R1

(shaded pixel in Figure 72), thus, the final value of the

"space_area" will be 1. Therefore, the spacing rule vio-

lation will be reported as expected. Since the number of

poly pixels in the region specified in line (7) is 16, the

width rule constraint is satisfied. In this manner, all the

constraints can be specified as number of pixels.

In the actual implementation, the poly pattern number,

poly bit-map and required spacing distance are passed to the
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spacing rule checking routine so that this routine can be

used for spacing rule checking for other layers.
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5.2 INTERFACING DRC WITH ICICLE

5.2.1 DATABASE CREATION FOR HIERARCHICAL DESIGN RULE

CHECKING ~ ·····—

In creating a database on which design rule checking will be

performed, the structure of the design should be taken into

account. ICICLE, to which this DRC is interfaced, generates

a layout which has a hierarchical structure. In general, a

tree structure layout is generated. A primitive element of

this hierarchical structure is a symbol definition, usually

called a "cell". A symbol definition is composed of a group

of rectangles and/or reference to other symbol definitions.

_

Due to the inherent regularity* of ‘VLSI layouts, one

symbol definition generally is used many times. Therefore,

if design rule checking is performed hierarchically, i.e.,

each repeated symbol definition by a call is checked only

once, much execution time can be saved compared to the

"flattening" method. Here "flattening" means the expanding

all the calls to the lower level symbol definitions in the

hierarchy.

In hierarchical design rule checking, interaction be-

tween symbol definitions is a major problem because design

rule can be violated between definitions even if each indi-
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vidual definition has no inherent design rule violation. In

most of VLSI layouts, connections between symbol definitions

are made only at the boundary regions of the symbol defi-

nitions. To perform a check on the interaction between de-

finitions, we need information on rectangles which reside at

only boundary of the lower level symbol definitions. This,

of course, is provided that rule checking for lower level

definitions have already been performed. On the other hand,

if there is a rectangle which penetrates a lower level defi-

nition, we need information on all the rectangles which are
I

involved in the connection with the penetrating box from

different symbol definitions.

There can be a case where flattened design rule checking

is suitable in spite of the hierarchical structure of the

layout. For example, the flattening method is very useful

in checking design rules for a PLA, since the PLA consists

of a number of small cells and there are many rectangles

penetrating. In this case, a flattened DRC will be much more

efficient.

To make it possible to check the design rules for all

three cases, one module called "drc_data_base" is added to

ICICLE. This module creates a database according to the op-

tion chosen by the user. The options are "Flattening", "Un-

flattening" and "User-defined-window". If a designer chooses
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the "Flattening" option for a leaf cell in a tree hierarchy

or in a definition like a PLA, a database will be created

containing all the rectangles which belong to that symbol

definition and all the expanded calls of the symbol defi-

nitions.

For the case where interaction exists only in the

boundary of the definitions, the "Unflattening" option should

be used. If this option is chosen, a database is created by

following manner. First, all the rectangles of the defi-

nition which is called by the user will be put into the da-

tabase. After that, rectangles ,which reside in the boundary

regions, of the calls which are called by directly from the

current editing definition are put into the database. Here

the boundary region is defined as a symbol definition bound-

ing box shrunk by 4X. In other words, the bounding box of each

call is shrunk by 4X and all the rectangles which reside

outside the shrunk bounding box are put into the database.

Here 4X is used based on the contact cut and maximum spacing

requirement. For this reason, it is recommended that buried

or butting contact not be used in the connection between de-

finitions.

When the rectangles penetrate the lower level defi-

nition, the "User-defined window" should be used. To specify

an area to be checked, the designer defines a window with the
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two points, (xmin,ymin) and (xmax,ymax). This window is ex-

panded by 31 in order to check all possible spacing rule er-

rors. After the expansion, all the rectangles inside the

expanded window, i.e., the region which is bounded by

(xmin—6,ymin—6) and (xmax+6,ymax+6), will be put into the

_ database. Obviously, this window should contain all the

rectangles which are involved in the connection around the

penetrating box.

Using three options given above, hierarchical design
u

rule checking can be performed in the following 1nanner.

First, check the design rules of the leaf cell using the

"Flattening" option. If there is a design rule violation,

it should be corrected before checking the other definitions.

After leaf cells are checked, design rule can be checked for

upper level definitions using the "Unflattening" option or

"User—defined window" option depending on the existence of

the penetrating rectangles.

Once the database is created, it will be passed to the

design rule checking routine. Design rule checking is per-

formed on this database using the sequence explained in the

previous section.

1

i
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5.2.2 REPORTING OF DESIGN RULE VIOLATIONS

Typically, design rule checking is performed in batch mode.

‘ In this situation, it is very difficult for the designer to

correct the design rule errors as the design evolves.

Therefore, the design rule checking should be performed

interactively during the design of a layout and the operation

of DRC should be compatible with the IC layout editing sys-

tem. Basically, there are two requirements for an interac-

tive design rule checker. First, it should be easy to invoke

the design rule checker inside the layout editor. Second,

the information about the design rule error should be pro-

vided in such a way that the designer can correct any design

rule errors easily.

The information necessary for the designer to easily

correct a design rule error includes information on the po-

sition of the corner containing the error and the type of

design rule error which has occurred. When ICICLE is being

used, the name of the symbol definition which has the invalid

corner is useful to the designer. This is because it is not

allowed to edit the called definition during editing the

calling definition. To provide these kinds of information

about a design rule error, a linked list, shown in

Figure 73, is constructed during corner processing. If a

corner containing a design rule error is found, all the in-
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formation about the corner will be passed to the error re-

porting routine. These passed parameters will be stored in

a linked list structure shown in Figure 73. If there is no

design rule error, the head of the list called

"drc_error_list" will be left as NULL. After the processing

of all of corners is finished, the pointer "drc_error_list"

is passed to the error displaying routine. This error dis-

playing routine displays a marker at invalid corners on the

screen. Moreover, if the designer identifies a marked corner

by positioning the cursor at that corner, this routine will

display the definition name and types of design rule errors

found. If there is no design rule error, an appropriate

message will be displayed on the screen. In the above man-

ner, the designer can get all the information about design

rule violations and correct the violations very easily.
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drc_error_l ist

krdlIX1 Y HI “

l X2 ya kind2 kindl

Ya EHI W
><,,y, : oosition of the corner containing error
di r symbol definition index

kind i : type of design rule error

Figure 73. A linked list for design rule error report-
ing.
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6,0 RESULT

The DRC program is written in the C programming language.
Q

It contains about 3,000 lines of code and comments. This

software has been tested under VAX—11/785 using the students'

designs which were developed in a VLSI design course at VPI

& SU. As expected, the false violations are detected in the

spacing rule checks when particular configurations of inter-

connected rectangles are used. These false violations , when

recognized, should not cause the user_too much difficulty.

In order to allow the DRC to be used interactively with

ICICLE, a few commands are added to ICICLE [19]. Most users

are very happy with the interactive operations. Moreover,

it was found that the name of the symbol definition provided

in the error reporting is very useful to the user when cor-

recting design rule error. The implementation of the three

options for creating database to be checked was also very

successful. With these three options, very efficient design

rule checking could be performed. Especially, the "User-

defined window" option makes hierarchical design rule check-

ing possible for the design containing the penetrating box.
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7.0 COHCLUSION

We have presented an implementation of an interactive design

rule checker for IC layout. The DRC uses what is known as the

corner—based algorithm for rule checking.

The corner-based algorithm was selected due to the ease

with the specification of various design rules, locality

property and its relatively fast speed compared to the ex-
U

isting algorithms. One limitation of this algorithm is the

detection of the false violation in the spacing rule checks.

However, this limitation is tolerable if we consider the ex-

pensive computation for the connectivity checking as used in

polygon algebra algorithm.

In interfacing the design rule checker with the layout

editor, ICICLE, interactive operations were designed so that

the DRC can be invoked inside the layout editing mode. For

ease of correction of the detected design rule violations,

all of the information about the violation, such as position,

type of violation, and symbol definition name are provided

in an interactive manner.

In creating the database used in checking, three options

are implemented in order to allow for effective hierarchical
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design rule checking. Due to the locality property of the

checking scheme, the corner—based algorithm is appropriate

for incremental design rule checking. However, an incre-

mental DRC could not be easily implemented because of the

structure of the layout database in ICICLE. To construct the

incremental design rule checker, the database should be con-

structed based on the position of rectangles. Moreover,

since all the rectangles of the layout are stored in a linear

list in ICICLE, it takes a lot of time to access the rectangle

in the end of the list.

Concerning the problems mentioned above, we feel that

the data structure of the layout database should be deter-

mined based on the characteristics the CAD tools to be used.

This means that consideration must be given to CAD tools

which will be used in conjunction with the layout editor and

DRC such as a circuit extractor, router'etc. The software

designer must be aware of the overall CAD tool scheme in

which the layout database will be used.
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